
Sloan Struble never really thought about who exactly, if anyone, would be listening to Dayglow 
when he started the project from his childhood bedroom just 4 years ago. He wasn’t thinking about 
what kind of response he would generate or what impact his music would have on the lives of 
others. It was his own personal place where everything seemed to make sense, the evidence of a 
long summer spent documenting a pivotal phase of his life in the best way he knew how. In an era 
of music when most songs take a team of co-writers and producers to create, Dayglow’s music 
remains uniquely Sloan’s - crafted solely by him. When he clicked upload on his first album 
Fuzzybrain the evening before leaving home for his freshman year of college, he invited everyone 
into his little world. So when Fuzzybrain began to rapidly gain an audience in the months after its 
release in 2018, it was surreal to see how his sounds and his words had the ability to create joy in 
strangers' lives. 
 
Harmony House, Dayglow’s second album, was Struble’s successful and glittering follow up, it 
proved his melodic bona fides had been no mere fluke. Released in the spring of  2021, Harmony 
House felt like a sunbeam, a positive sign for the first post-lockdown summer. Written, recorded, 
and produced by Struble in very much the same manner as his first album, Harmony House proved 
to be a clear step forward of a young man discovering himself and his artistry in real time. In the 
months that followed, the gravity of how many people were listening to Dayglow finally sunk in. 
They had shown up in droves at his shows to have fun, to sing along, to dance, to enjoy existing 
alongside these songs—and Struble took note..  
 
Dayglow’s new album People in Motion continues Struble’s joyous quest to create music that 
makes people feel good. End to end, these 10 tracks—once again conceptualized, written, played, 
and produced by Struble—are delightfully pure, hyper-melodic manifestations of Struble’s desire 
to steer clear of conflict or drama and offer someone something to love. “Then It All Goes Away” 
is the exuberant first single off of the album which sees Struble harmonize over catchy claps, piano 
and even the cowbell gets a moment.  He reflects “I made "Then It All Goes Away" after coming 
home from my Fall 2021 North America tour. I started writing the bassline during my morning 
coffee and I finished the full composition by the end of the day. It felt so fresh and natural to write-
I was just having fun honestly. It felt like a year's worth of unconscious ideas all came to the front 
of my brain at once and just spilled out. I was really just thinking of my fans the whole time making 
it and imagining "how can I make a Dayglow song that feels so familiar, yet feels like a brand new 
experience entirely?' 
 
That same ebullient feeling is there in “Deep End,” which uses an introduction of wispy alt-rock 
only as a feint for the plunging neckline of its rubbery funk and falsetto chorus. It’s clear in 
“Second Nature,” a breeze of Italo Disco rhythm and squiggling synths that Struble built from a 
20-minute jam of incandescent electro hooks. And it’s entirely undeniable during “Radio,” 
Struble’s jubilant manifesto about how, even as the world gets weirder, we’re always able to turn 
on some song and sing along. In fact, here are 10 of them, for your purposes of pleasure. 
 
There is, for Struble, plenty about which to be giddy. A week after the release of Harmony House, 
he married his college sweetheart, who he met soon after starting at the University of Texas in 
Austin and just before his musical ascension began. They’ve been together for years, but, 
suspended now in their honeymoon glow, he sings about her on People in Motion like a new love. 
Over the padded drums and kaleidoscopic electronics of “Like She Does,” Struble sings of what 



he’s found as a sort of salvation, the thing that gives all his work meaning. “What use is a song if 
I write it for no one?” he asks. And then there is the infectious “Talking to Light,” a song written 
so unabashedly for Reagan her name is the second word and a key part of one of its multiple 
refrains. “I love you, Reagan,” he says plainly after the music fades, ending both the song and the 
album. It’s enough to make you long for a song of your own. 
 
But People in Motion isn’t some string of saccharine hits, a statement of empty pleasantries. There 
is a depth to Dayglow here, a real sense that Struble has faced obstacles of his own and chosen to 
stand atop them. “Someone Else” squares up to these inevitable days where everything seems off, 
where your skin doesn’t feel like your own; with radiant guitar arpeggios and chest-quaking bass, 
however, Struble climbs out of that rut to deliver a chorus of confirmation. He channels the same 
resiliently optimistic energy on the buoyant folk-rock-meets-pure pop charmer “Turn Around.” 
Struble confesses to weariness and skepticism; reaching for the next chorus, he works beyond it. 
People In Motion affirms that we are all just that—folks facing our own hurdles, looking for the 
next happy perch. 
 
It is so simple to be cynical about music, to be jaded about the fact that it is often treated like a 
product, same as any other. But People in Motion —and for that matter, Sloan Struble and 
Dayglow at large—feel like an antidote, a reminder that music exists in large part to make our 
lives better, to remind us of the sheer joy of existence, of why we’re here at all. 
 
“I make music because I love making it,” said Struble. “I just love recording and producing.” That 
is the inarguable takeaway of People In Motion, a record about finding something you love and 
singing about it out loud. 


